Factory blast stuns eyewitnesses; firemen prevent second explosion

By Judith Anne Lewis

UNION BEACH

As workers slowly cleared away Monday, they saw the end of a nightmare on Main Street where 36 union men were injured by an explosion that came out of nowhere—like the lightning that almost fell on a man and a woman peeling potatoes in their kitchen.

The blast, which rippled through the heart of the eastern town, broke 73 windows. A firehouse was knocked to its foundation. The roof of a building was blown off. A telephone pole was snapped in two, and 150 feet of power lines fell to the ground.

As firemen rushed to the scene, they were met by a wall of smoke. Inside, the factory was a mess, with broken glass everywhere. The workers were in shock, some of them screaming in pain.

The explosion started at 11:30 a.m. when a chemical reaction in the building caused the roof to fly off the distillery building and the windows to shatter. The blast was felt for miles around, and the sound of the explosion could be heard in nearby towns.

Among the injured were eleven employees of International Flavors and Fragrances, who were located in the same building. Two were critically injured and were taken to the hospital for treatment.

The explosion occurred in a four-story building that housed a chemical plant. The building was destroyed, and the workers were left without a roof.

Another employee of the company, who was working on a different floor, was reported to be in critical condition.

The K-Mart Plaza, Route 35, Hazlet, will be offering discounts of up to 72 percent on weekend sales this week as a way to attract more customers.

The bargain-hunters' season begins this week, according to sales manager Bob Johnson.

He said that the store is offering discounts on a variety of items, including clothing, electronics, and home goods.

The K-Mart Plaza, which is located on Route 35 in Hazlet, is a popular destination for bargain hunters and shoppers looking for a good deal.

The bargains will be available for a limited time only, so shoppers are encouraged to visit the store this weekend to take advantage of the savings.

The store is open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays and from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekends.

The bargains will be available in the store's main building, as well as in its various departments, including clothing, electronics, and home goods.

For more information on the bargains at the K-Mart Plaza, please visit their website or call the store directly.

The bargains will be available at all K-Mart Plazas throughout the state.
Older offered free hot meals at nominal cost

Elderly area residents will be able to obtain it at any school on weekdays at a nominal cost of 25 cents a meal. To take advantage of the offer, all you have to do is bring in $1,750 or more and buy a special United Jersey Bank savings certificate. (See the chart for sample deposit amounts and required lengths of maturity.) And the Magnavox 19" Color TV will be yours at a special price of $1,750, too. And you get something for your savings later, too.

Bayshore schools back to normal after Byrne signs state income tax

Bayshore schools officials said their decision quickly and amicably to open schools for the upcoming seven-day session, but reprimanded several local legislators for permitting the situation to come to a crisis.

Making a state Supreme Court decision, schools closed July 1. Until the Legislature approved a plan to fund public education, principals told students and parents they would need to come back to school Aug. 26.

Kohut was highly critical of the Legislature. He said the passage was a sign of how the Legislature has failed to meet its constitutional obligations.

The Keating board will meet to determine the new school year schedule, said Board President Carolyn Zeisel. "All of the orders received by the board will have to be completed without any plans," Zeisel said.

Mrs. Zeisel said the board will meet to take a look at all of the orders that were unable to be awarded, and the board will have to make a decision on those items.

Bayshore Board President Coryn Schusler announced a special meeting to be held in May to consider all of the orders that were unable to be awarded. (See the chart for sample deposit amounts and required lengths of maturity.)

The income tax became law Monday after the Legislature voted to increase it by 21 cents. The schools had been closed since July 1, except for a stopgap, and they've had to make cuts of about $1 million.

A summer drama workshop for those in grade 6 or younger was begun last Monday, Regan said, and will now get to work on curriculum revision for next year. Also, we have reorganized the board and the board will have to move to decide on those items.

Mrs. Zeisel said the board will be able to make cuts of about $1 million. And the board will be able to make cuts of about $1 million.
Merger with WMUA may be cancelled
Marlboro may retain local utility

MAJOR ARTHUR GOLDZWEIG is leaving the Independent Commission and Assemblyman Walter Kozloski, according to Mr. Goldzweig, the council has a voice in determining where the authority will expand its services.

"We still have a lot of kinks to work out," said Mr. Goldzweig of the TMUAs public relations programs, which are almost done, and once we're over the hump, we're all set to go.

"It is not surprising," he said, "the council has a voice in determining where the authority will expand its services.

"We'll have to hold a special meeting in New Jersey, and let the council have a voice in determining where the authority will expand its services.

Mayor Richard Vuola was also mentioned as a potential candidate to fill the TMUAs public relations position.

"We'll have to hold a special meeting in New Jersey, and let the council have a voice in determining where the authority will expand its services.

"The failure of the school board to work out an agreement with the TMUAs public relations program to function without the council's approval would be a disaster," said Mr. Vuola.

Mr. Vuola also mentioned the possibility of organizing a protest against a school board's decision to cut back on transportation services for a proposed transportation improvement project.
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The Inquisitor/Lee Duigon

Haslet apartment squabble shows suburban selfishness

The major campaign issue in Haslet this year has been the Haslet apartment complex, known as Haslet Heights. The Democratic candidates seeking re-election in the 1st Congressional District, including Joseph Devivirgilio, have gone on record opposing the project, fearing that it could be the kind of development that would undermine the suburban community. Haslet Heights is seen as a test of the city's commitment to the suburban way of life.

Apartment complexes are often seen as popular in suburban communities. The residents of Haslet Heights, however, feel that the project threatens their quality of life. They believe that the project will decrease property values and increase traffic and noise in the area. In addition, they fear that the project will attract a lower-class population to their community.

The Haslet Heights project has sparked a debate about the role of government in suburban development. Some argue that government should not interfere with the free market and let developers build what the market demands. Others argue that government has a duty to ensure that new developments do not harm existing residents.

Regardless of the outcome of the debate, the Haslet Heights project is likely to continue to be a major issue in the election. It will be interesting to see how the candidates address the concerns of Haslet residents and what steps they will take to address the issues raised.

---

The Inquisitor/Lee Duigon

Income tax must be made to work

The Legislature finally discharged its responsibility in the last week by passing an income tax bill that failed to relieve local property taxes and local schools from the burden of support.

The tax reform bill passed by the Legislature is not enough to bring about the needed reforms. The bill does not provide a tax structure that is fair and equitable to all citizens. The state's current tax system is regressive and places a disproportionate burden on the lower and middle-class citizens.

The Legislature should have taken a more proactive role in crafting a tax reform bill that would have provided a more sustainable solution to the state's budget crisis. The Legislature's failure to act is a major setback for the state's economy and its citizens.

The Legislature should take this opportunity to address the needs of its constituents and to ensure that the state's tax system is fair and equitable.
A 68-year-old man was killed yesterday morning in Keyport when his car crashed into a telephone pole on Colossus Road. The man, identified only as "Mr. Vasquez," was pronounced dead at St. John's Hospital in Long Branch. Police said he was hit by a car driven by a 21-year-old Colts Neck man who was also killed in the accident.

The driver of the Colts Neck car was charged with leaving the scene of a fatal accident, but the charges were later dismissed. The Colts Neck man was identified as Private Matthew McLaughlin, a private in the U.S. Army.

According to police, the Colts Neck man was driving a car on Montrose Road in Colts Neck when he lost control of the vehicle and hit a telephone pole. The car then continued down the road and hit a telephone pole on the other side of the road. The driver of the Colts Neck car was thrown from the vehicle and died at the scene.

The other driver, 68-year-old Mr. Vasquez, was pronounced dead at St. John's Hospital. Police said he was hit by a car driven by a 21-year-old Colts Neck man who was also killed in the accident.

The Colts Neck man was identified as Private Matthew McLaughlin, a private in the U.S. Army. Police said he was driving a car on Montrose Road in Colts Neck when he lost control of the vehicle and hit a telephone pole. The car then continued down the road and hit a telephone pole on the other side of the road. The driver of the Colts Neck car was thrown from the vehicle and died at the scene.

The other driver, 68-year-old Mr. Vasquez, was pronounced dead at St. John's Hospital. Police said he was hit by a car driven by a 21-year-old Colts Neck man who was also killed in the accident.

The Colts Neck man was identified as Private Matthew McLaughlin, a private in the U.S. Army. Police said he was driving a car on Montrose Road in Colts Neck when he lost control of the vehicle and hit a telephone pole. The car then continued down the road and hit a telephone pole on the other side of the road. The driver of the Colts Neck car was thrown from the vehicle and died at the scene.
HAZLET

The Hazelton Teachers Association recently won a victory over the Board of Education when it succeeded in getting a state hearing officer ruled that nine teachers included by the board in its list of ten employees for whom the board had not filed a ten-year mark are sale units—topping $31.5 million.

Cabrera and nine teachers included by the board in its list of ten employees for whom the board had not filed a ten-year mark are sale units—topping $31.5 million.

The insurance industry is suffering from two kinds of inflation—economic and so-called "professional war inflation," she says, "if familiar to us all."

"Inflation is the rise in average jury awards, recognizing that compensations cannot provide resources that are necessary to the injured party to the position he held until his retirement from the New Jersey Institute of Technology.

Pennco, which the other receives a weekly salaried-and-employed position in the monthly real estate contest.

Nick Persico of the Middlesex offices of the Berg Agency was the company's agent for the month of October. His five families brought in a total of $170,789, and an additional $13,200 for families formed through referrals. This total of $183,989 was 1.8% above the $180,960 reported for the same period last year, officials said.

He is a lifetime member of the Million Dollar Round Table Club, has the client pays for insurance."
Marlboro woman recalls terror of Nazi Germany

By Judith Anne Lewis

The Strathmore Shopping Center, Rt. 34. Matawan

CUSTOM MULTILAYERED QUICK SERVICE - GOOD PRICES

Did You Miss the Boat?

Last week you could have saved more than $6.50 by using the coupon in advertising which appeared in The Independent. You also could have saved up to 25 percent on film and film processing, 30 to 50 percent on jewelry, 30 percent on books, one-third off on furniture, and received a free plant hanger.

Don't Miss the Boat Again! Shop thru the Ads in this week's Independent.
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American dance companies praised by Moisseyev's

...
So, what's the name in a name?

Quite a lot if you're a smart person who cares about quality.

As a matter of fact many people who know a bargain still look for the names that stand for quality. We have a couple of names for you.

STRAUB - BUICK

We've got more new Buicks on our nine acres than you're likely to find anywhere. All Models, Colors, Trims and options!

WE'LL GIVE YOU MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR!

We go all out to beat any other deal you've gotten. And, we also will try our very best to not only beat that deal, but we'll give you more for your trade-in.

We want you to be one of the many thousands of people who already are part of the Straub Family of owners.
Ralph Herrick dies at age 82; former Burrowes Mansion owner

MATAWAN

Ralph Herrick, 82, the former owner of the Burrowes Mansion, died recently. He was survived by his wife, Mildred, and was a member of the Matawan Historical Society.

The Burrowes Mansion was the home of a prominent colonial and British colonel in the Revolutionary War. Herrick was born in Jersey City and was an Army veteran of World War II, where he worked as an engineer.

Mr. Herrick sold the mansion after he retired from the Army in the late 1960s. He also served as a member of the Matawan Historical Society and was a member of the Matawan Masonic Lodge.

The mansion was built in the late 1700s and was later owned by prominent local families. It was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1978.

Mr. Herrick was a lifelong resident of Matawan and was known for his contributions to local history and community affairs.

E> CERTIFICATION
I certify that I am the Chief Executive Officer and

11 SOCIAL
VICTOR R. ARMELIN, MAYOR

11 SOCIAL
VICTOR R. ARMELIN, MAYOR

foregoing ordinance was duly adopted at

THIS IS TO INFORM YOU OF YOUR GOVERNMENTS PRIORITIES AND TO ENCOURAGE YOUR PARTICIPATION IN DECISIONS ON HOW FUTURE FUNDS

ACTUAL USE REPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansion</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mansion, died Monday, July 5.

Mr. Herrick sold the mansion after he retired from the Army in the late 1960s. He also served as a member of the Matawan Historical Society.

Mr. Herrick was born in Jersey City and was an Army veteran of World War II, where he worked as an engineer.

The mansion was built in the late 1700s and was later owned by prominent local families. It was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1978.

Mr. Herrick was a lifelong resident of Matawan and was known for his contributions to local history and community affairs.

APPLES

Mildred, who is living at the

1946.

REVISED PLANS TO BE MADE OR ACQUIRED BY

SECTION ONE. The purchase of new

TAXATION OR PURPOSE NEGOTIABLE BONDS OF THE BOROUGH ARE

EXCEEDING $66,500.00 ARE HEREBY AUTHORIZED AS A CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT TO BE MADE OR ACQUIRED BY THE COUNTY OF MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY.

LEGAL NOTICE

WANCHESTER, 566-6065.

1972 FORD VAN— P.S., P.B., auto

OWNED BY

BUYING SIVER GEMS AND JEWELRY FOR CASH AT

1971 FORD LTD—XLT COACH, 72,000 MILES,

MARTY

NEW HOME & COMMERCIAL WIRING

431-2756

ATOMIC ROOT FANS

COMPANY, Box 14, Keyport, New Jersey

EASTERN NEW JERSEY TELEPHONE CO.

B & S LANDSCAPING & PAVING INC.

757-7148

70,000.00 INCLUDING THE AGGREGATE SUM

IN EXCEEDING $66,500.00 ARE HEREBY AUTHORIZED

70,000.00 AS A CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT TO BE MADE OR ACQUIRED BY THE COUNTY OF MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY. IN CONSIDERATION THE
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off a 16-15 victory in the Junior All-Stars Saturday survived a game of baseball—on donkeys.

Tickets may be obtained from Keyport Indians, Broadway News (Keyport), or fire company members, at $50 cents.

The donkey-ball game will be slated for the last three innings but took a turn for the worse as Bob Jelenewski was a losing pitcher. Ira Kanter (Twins), and Rosenberg (Twins), David Birdsall each went 3-for-3 for the Nationals. His bases-loaded triple scooped up the ball, and tossed it to Tiger catcher Bobby Rosenberg for the base-runner out.

Fletcher Betts was a losing pitcher. Ira Kanter (Twins), and Rosenberg (Twins), David Birdsall each went 3-for-3 for the Nationals.

The Twins’ Ira Kanter carried the bat for the Twins with three hits.

The Twins vs. Naturals was played on a synthetic surface. Rosenberg knocked in two runs, and Mike Smith drove in one run with a triple to deep center field drove in a pair of runs with a single. It’s a “must see” for auto racing fans.

FOR 17 YEARS
IT’ S NUMBER ONE
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″Read the advertisements, got in the car, went to the nearest store and bought 'em. Lit one up—fantastic—every word in the ad was true.″
—Mrs. Beverly Fama, Ridgewood, New Jersey

″I couldn't believe how good they taste and how low they are in tar and nicotine.″
—Mrs. Rosalyn Hall

″In all the years I have been smoking, I had never changed brands, until Merit. Your new cigarette is a real winner!″
—Mrs. Nancy Barone, Jr., Woodstock, Illinois

″I have tried all of the other low tar and nicotine cigarettes. . . . Merit is the first one I have tried that has a full body and flavor to it.″
—Benjamin C. Cannon, Jacksonville, Florida

″You've done it; made a good-tasting cigarette, low in tar and nicotine. I've switched to Merit!″
—Mrs. Frederick Shaw, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

″These things have so much flavor, it's very difficult to believe the nicotine and tar ratings, even though they're printed right on the package.″
—Thomas P. Center, Corona, New York

″Smoking Merit is a pleasure. This cigarette has got what we've all been looking for.″
—Edward Lebowitz, Clinton, Ohio

″I had to write, as I feel your advertisement is right . . . . Good luck on Merit. I am convinced.″
—Barb Wayman, New Athens, Illinois

″I've finally found a menthol cigarette with good taste and low tar. I wouldn't switch now for anything.″
—Bob Herbert, Sturbridge, Massachusetts

″Merit has done the trick. Thanks a million for a very good-tasting low tar cigarette.″
—Mrs. Irene Dornfeld

″Today, I purchased a pack of Merit cigarettes. Much to my surprise—it was great! Taste—satisfying. Aroma—great!″
—Robert M. Hombly, Topeka, Kansas

″I've tried all the low tar and nicotine cigarettes without finding a winner, until today. . . . Merit is definitely a winner.″
—Mrs. Raymond L. Rubin, Madison, Wisconsin

″I was amazed! I can't believe that a low tar and nicotine cigarette can taste so good.″
—J. Thomas Elliott, Jr., St. Petersburg, Florida

″After reading your facts and figures, I decided to try Merit. May I congratulate you on your accomplishment.″
—Mrs. Larry Nonsi, Ramsey, Minnesota

″Merit. Never have I smoked a cigarette that I enjoyed more.″
—Byron Thomas, Woburn, Vermont

″All that taste and low on tar too. . . . With Merit around, I won't be reaching for anything else.″
—Alan L. Vaughn, Columbia, Missouri

″Have tried a lot of other low tar cigarettes but they were dull. Merit is the best I've ever tasted. It's got flavor that lasts, too.″
—Tad Pizsak, Toledo, Ohio

″Verdict: Finally, a low tar cigarette with taste.″
—Bruce Dosscheimer, New York, New York

″The taste is outstanding . . . . I, for one, thank you for Merit cigarettes. They are really refreshing.″
—Douglas B. Delmarco, Minneapolis, Minnesota

″Thanks for considering the people's taste rather than the manufacturers' gimmicks. . . . Merit is a boon to smokers everywhere.″
—Mrs. Sharon Kessler, York, Pennsylvania

″Thanks a lot for a cigarette that tastes like a cigarette instead of a lettuce leaf.″
—Lesa Taylor, Burnet, Texas

″Merit is a great tasting cigarette and does not sacrifice good flavor because of lower tar and nicotine. I am suggesting Merit to all my friends.″
—Perri Elise Smith, Bedford, New Jersey

″We tried every low tar cigarette on the market today. Now we smoke Merit. Great taste, great flavor!″
—Mrs. Patricia Drzewiczak, Lancing, Illinois

″And they said it couldn't be done. Someone has finally produced a fine cigarette with low tar, but excellent taste.″
—Miss Dolores Taylor, Crystal, Virginia

″What a great cigarette! My wife and I have both switched to Merit, and three of our friends have tried our cigarettes and have also switched.″
—William Pallmer, Sayreville, New Jersey